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Welcome to our first newsletter of 2021!

Term two is now well and truly underway and our pupils in Y13 are already 

very busy with the serious business of mock exams.  Y11 also face their 

second round of mocks at the end of this month, as final preparations ramp 

up for IGCSE or A-Level.  In Years 7-9, whilst these more formal exams may 

seem a long way off for many of our pupils, performance in assessments, 

formal or informal, are important to help them to reflect on which bits of 

their learning are secure and which they may need to go back to and 

address again to really make sure they understand.  Teachers use these 

small snippets of information to feedback on pupil progress, to adjust their 

teaching each lesson, and to help to guide pupils and parents when 

important decisions have to be made about where to go next. This granular 

data allow them to form a bigger picture of the learner in question and how 

we may help them to succeed.

With the above in mind therefore it 's important that we are conscious of the 

choices our children make each day in and out of school and talk to them 

about them. Decisions are a part of everyday life that our youngsters may 

not always consciously consider, but all too often they have a long-lasting 

impact on their experiences or futures.  At the very least, the choices they 
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make demonstrate, in a very public way, what is and what 

isn't important to them as individuals, and therefore how 

they are seen by the world.  Deciding to do something, or 

not to do something, confirms to them and those around 

them exactly what they believe in or hold dear.  Eventually, it 

begins to define them.

Moving away from the abstract for the moment, there is a 

more concrete choice that pupils in Years 9 and 11 are facing 

as we speak; they are about to start to consider the optional 

subjects they wish to study when they move on to IGCSE or 

A-Level next year. These are big decisions with which they 

will receive support and guidance from you, their parents, 

their teachers, and the specialist staff here in school. These 

decisions will, of course, have an impact on their future, but 

not in the irreversible way some parents and pupils often 

fear they will; this is discussed in more detail in this 

newsletter and in the options literature you will be receiving 

this month. 

I would like to briefly consider what are arguably even more 

important decisions that your children choose to make each 

and every day in school.  It 's possible that these smaller 

choices have more impact, and shape a child's future far 

more, than whether or not they study Business Studies or 

Economics. How you, as parents, react to those choices also 

shapes the adult your children will become. The choice to 

attend school each day, for example, and then to give one 

hundred percent to every piece of work that is completed, 

may not always guarantee a top grade, but creates 

successful, reliable and tenacious adults who demonstrate a 

great work ethic;  the choice to do the right thing when 

misplaced loyalty and a friend's encouragement may lead 

them down an unfortunate path, not only impacts on 

progress but also on how a child is viewed by the school, its 

peers, and eventually itself.  The choice to not ignore that 

person who is being unpleasant to another pupil, but to take 

some action by reporting it so the victim can escape the 

torment of his peers, creates individuals who stand up for 

what is right and have the courage of their convictions.  And 

the brave choice to not suffer in silence but trust in 

somebody if they are experiencing a difficult situation here 

in school or at home, is a choice to put themselves first, 

understand their self worth and take the first steps in 

escaping a damaging environment.

As adults, we have a duty to encourage the children in our 

care to have the courage and strength of character to make 
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the right decision when the time comes.  Ensuring 

there's the time at home, and in school, to discuss the 

impact of the choices we make is the first step, as well 

as setting boundaries and talking about what is and 

isn't morally acceptable.  Offering advice and 

guidance when these major milestones are reached 

and talking through the impact and ramifications of 

the decisions we make are also important.  But, most 

importantly, is the trust we extend to our young 

people to make the right decision when they have 

been given all the appropriate support and guidance.  

This, and the reassurance that when they do make 

the wrong choice, that 's simply a part of life, and we'll 

be there with them to help them to pick up the pieces, 

accept the consequences of their choices and have 

the strength of character to survive, move on and 

learn from the mistakes they made. This last bit is 

perhaps the most challenging when, as parents and 

carers, our instinct is to do what we can to protect 

and provide; that 's when we must model what good 

choices look like to the young people around us and 

avoid trying to solve every difficult situation for them.

If your child is in Year 9 or 11, I would encourage you 

to take the opportunity over the coming weeks to 

speak to them about their futures and the choices 

they are considering.  Remember, they may not 

always align with your  hopes for their future, but 

your children are individuals with their own dreams 

and, in my experience, will perform much better if 

they have a goal to work towards that they are 

passionate about.  Please do use the staff in school to 

help you navigate some of the difficult conversations 

you may be faced with between now and the end of 

the academic year and remember, that as big as 

these options decisions may seem, they are far from 

irreversible. With everything that is happening in the 

world, it is perhaps just as important to ensure our 

children are well-balanced, healthy and successful, 

regardless of the career path they choose to follow. 

With that in mind, perhaps it 's prudent to stop and 

think long and hard about our own choices, before 

jumping headfirst into a decision that may, in the end, 

do more harm than good by forcing your child down a 

path they don't want to follow; trust, as I said earlier, 

is something else that it 's good for us all to model and 

your teenager may thank you for it!
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M R.  HAYES
Subd i r ect or  de Secundar ia

Head of  Upper  School

As we move into February, with the evenings 

staying lighter for a litt le longer, and the 

temperatures begin to rise, as ever, I am pleased to 

start this newsletter with a snapshot of what has 

been taking place across the Upper School. 

Year 10 enjoyed the first of a number of 

?Wellbeing Wednesday? sessions, 

which we are rolling out across the 

school. Students took part in team 

games and chair yoga amongst 

other activities. Year 11 

have been introduced to 

the sixth form and the 

options process, and by 

now I hope they have 

started to talk with you 

at home about their 

plans and thoughts 

around which A Levels 

to pick. We have also 

started a bespoke 

support programme 

which involves a combination of mentoring and 

intensive classes in order to help students 

maximise their potential as we move towards the 

end of the iGCSE courses. Year 12 are taking part in 

a new ?personal development programme? which 

includes opportunities for student leadership, 

raising awareness of current affairs, and a chance 

to further develop key skills such as critical thinking 

and problem solving. Year 13 are part way through 

their mock exams, and I thank students for the 

positive way in which they have approached the 

process. 

As part of our programme of Careers Advice 

Information & Guidance, we are making the final 

touches to our plan for ?Careers Week? which takes 

place across the whole school (from 22 February). 

We have many guest speakers lined up, as well as 

presentations and interactive sessions on topics 

including interview skills, CV writing, receiving your 

salary, careers in the leisure industry, careers in 

STEM, and how to produce a strong university 

application. I look forward to reporting on our 

?Careers Week? in the next newsletter. 

News & Updat es



Head of  Upper  School

Christmas seems a long time ago now, but mine 

like yours, was likely quieter than usual. I stayed 

with my parents in the UK, and under the 

coronavirus restrictions, I was not able to attend 

the usual seasonal parties, or catch up with friends 

in person. And not being a fan of the same old 

seasonal films, I found myself with time to get into 

a good book. ?Year of Yes? by Shonda Rhimes is all 

about how saying ?yes? changed her life. Describing 

herself as an introvert, she reflects on how she 

often found excuses to turn down opportunities. 

The book goes on to document her year of saying 

?yes? and describes the new experiences she 

previously had not have dreamed of, from public 

speaking, attending networking events, and taking 

up new hobbies. 

Shonda Rhimes goes on in a TED talk to discuss 

decision making in general, and remarks that often 

as humans we overcomplicate the decision making 

process and are often guilty of over analysing 

situations when really we know what we should do 

to meet both our personal and professional goals. 

She states that ?doing is different to dreaming? and 

that in the past, she had a tendency to romanticise 

the ideas she had for her future and her career. 

The problem was, so many of those ideas never 

came to fruition because she never put any actual 

effort into the dreams she was so busy weaving. 

She was not saying ?yes? often enough!

Schools are dynamic and busy places... I realise that 

now more than ever, as I arrive home on a Friday 

evening, usually exhausted and in need of a good 

rest! Each month as I reflect and report to you on 

what has been happening in the corridors and 

classrooms at KCA, I hope you can get just a flavour 

of the vast amount of experiences that are on offer 

to your child; not just the input to enable your child 

to enjoy academic success, but also in order to 

address their wider needs and prepare them for life 

after King?s College like our themed weeks, PSHE 

input and enrichment activities. 

In the end though, each student has to make their 

own choice on whether to engage and make the 

most of what?s on offer. They must decide to say 

?Yes? for themselves, whether that be by attending a 

careers appointment, signing up to take part in a 

competition, or taking on board the feedback from 

their teacher. And I hope that we 

can continue to work together 

to encourage our 

youngsters to say ?Yes? in 

taking advantage of the 

available opportunities for 

support and personal 

development, both in and 

out of school, which in 

turn will enable them to 

become successful and 

well rounded young 

people by the time 

they leave school, 

ready to make 

their own 

way in 

life.  
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Why would YOU learn a language?

News and Updat es

10

MR. WEBSTER
H e a d  o f  Y e a r  T e n

Year

The single-most dreaded question for a 

language teacher. In my career, I have 

experienced it on a weekly basis and felt the 

need to have to justify or even, at times, 

defend the subject that I teach. Having arrived 

at King?s College Alicante almost three years 

ago, however, ?why would you learn a 

language? quickly evolved into ?how could we 

learn a language??

After visiting French classes and regularly 

observing linguistic progress in German, I 

posed a series of questions to all Year 10 

students and their eagerness to respond was 

not at all surprising. In school, we are blessed 

to have English, Spanish, French, German and 

Valencian. In addition to these, some students 

have also chosen to learn a range of other 

foreign languages in academies or continue to 

communicate in languages not offered in the 

curriculum. Everyone certainly appreciates 

and realises the interconnected nature of 

languages and the role they play in helping us 

become more tolerant, global citizens. 

Here is what they had to say:
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Which languages do you 
st udy in school? Why?

Pour iGCSE, j?ai choisi le français comme une de mes options. 

J?ai toujours aimé apprendre de nouvelles langues, c?est 

pourquoi j?assiste à tous mes cours avec optimisme et 

enthousiasme. L?une des choses que j?aime le plus en français, 

c?est que je trouve que c?est une très belle langue et que sa 

culture est très riche et vraiment fascinante. À mon avis, les 

langues sont la clé qui ouvre de nombreuses portes dans la 

vie et elles vous donneront des opportunités infinies. 

(Lucía Jim énez Gil)

La langue étrangère moderne que j?étudie à l?école c?est le 

français. J?adore étudier cette langue. À mon avis, c?est très 

élégant. Le français est parlé dans beaucoup de pays, c?est la 

deuxième langue la plus utilisée! 

(Claudia Cabeza Or t ega)

I study English because I think it is very important for my 

future to have a range of languages which will open my 

way to many more opportunities. (Laura Pérez Sánchez)

It is my second language, as part of my family is English. 

Speaking the language will also open many doors in the 

future both for university and jobs. (Sof ia Cabrera 

Zam ora)

French

English
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Which languages do you 
st udy in school? Why?

La meva família viu ací. Es necessita un 

coneixement de Valencià mínim per a treballar 

a la Comunitat Valenciana. 

(Noe García Sánchez)

Ich denke, Deutsch ist eine notwendige Sprache für 

die Zukunft, wenn Sie das Zentrum Europas und 

viele Länder besuchen möchten. (Noe García 

Sánchez)

Warum lerne ich Deutsch? Gute Frage?  Ich lerne 

Deutsch, weil ich es sehr interessant finde. (Adr ián 

Sánchez García)

Ich lerne Deutsch, weil es interessant ist! (Mauro 

Najera Solana)

Germ an

Valencian

10
Year



? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ?  ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ?

(Egone Lar rainzar )

Ich lerne Deutsch, denn es 

wird mir in Zukunft viele 

Möglichkeiten geben. 

(Isabel Bot ella)

Fuera de la escuela, estudio 

español. Por el hecho de que 

voy a vivir en España, este 

idioma que necesito entender. 

Además, hay muchos países 

que hablan español, por lo que 

sería bueno para viajar. 

También, este idioma será 

adecuado para mi futura 

profesión. 

(Asim  Khodzhaev)

News and Updat es

Do you st udy a foreign 
language out side of  school?  

? ?  ? ? ? ?  ? ? ?  ? ? ?  

? ? ? ? ?  

(Edgar  Lew is)

En dehors de l?école, j'étudie 

français. Je pense qu?il est 

important pour moi de 

parler et de pouvoir 

communiquer avec tout le 

monde. J?aime aussi 

beaucoup la France parce 

que je suis allée en vacances 

deux fois et je suis tombée 

amoureuse. Alors j?ai voulu 

apprendre la langue. Je 

pense que c?est une langue 

magnifique et romantique 

qui peut m?aider à l?avenir.

 (Adr iana Fernández)

FREN CH GERM AN

SPAN ISH

KOREAN

CHIN ESE

10
Year



Are you able t o speak  in any ot her  foreign language?

Overwhelmingly, Year 10 students all saw the ability to communicate 

in a foreign language as an incredible gift. Not only was it important 

to their future careers, travelling around the world or boosting their confidence, but it also 

deepened their connection of another culture and enabled them to gain a new perspective 

of their own. 
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??? ? ??? ??? ?? ????? ??? ?? . ? ??? ? ? ? ??? ????? ????? ? ????????  

? ????? ?????????, ??? ???? ? ? ????? ? ? ?? ??? ? ?? ?? ??? ???. 

? ???? ??? ??? ????? ? ???? ?? ?????? ???????? ? ??? ????? ? 

????????? ? ? ?? ??? ? ? ????? ? ?????. ? ?????????? , ???????  ? 

?????????  ??? ??? ? ????? ?????? ????? ??????? ?????. (Adina Tursyn)

O limba straina ne ajuta sa vorbim cu al?ii care nu vorbesc o limb? comun? precum engleza. Înv??ând limbi 

str?ine, v? pute?i sim?i mai încrez?tor atunci când vorbi?i cu persoane care nu cunosc limba voastra nativa. 

(David Il ie)

Rom anian

 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (Xian Ze Zheng Xia)

Chinese

Luxem bourgish
Ech fanne sprooche wichteg, well se mer d'Méiglechkeet ginn sech a verschiddene Länner ze verstännegen. 

Menger Meenung no, ass et grad wichteg d'Lëtzebuergesch sprooch ze beherrschen, well déi ëmmer 

manner benotzt gëtt. Ausserdeem, ass et gutt vill sproochen ze kennen, soudass een besser an auslännesch 

Länner zurecht kennt. Zousätzlech, et mécht der d?Liewen méi einfach fir aaner ähnlech Sproochen ze 

léieren. (Sebast ien Clees)

Russian



What  t he t ut ors have t o say!
?Knowing a foreign language makes you a local no matter 

where you are, opening up your world literally and figuratively.?
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?? ????  ????? ? ???? ?? 
???????  ????? ???  ?????: 
? ?? ??  ?? ??? ????????  ? 
???? ?? ???????? ???????, 
?? ?????  ????? ? 
????????, ?? ??????? . 
? ????? ???????? ? ?? 
??????? ?? ????? ??????? 
? ?????. ? ???? ???? ? 
????????? ???? ? ????? 
? ?????  ????? ???? ? 
?????? ???? ??? 
????????? ?? 
??????. ???? 
?? ????? 
?????! ?? 
?????? ? ? 
?? ????? ?? 
?????.

Ta nath cainte as gaeilge: tír 
gan teanga, tír gan anam. 
Tá a fhois agum go bhuil sé 
an-tabhachtach , grá a 
bheith don teanga! 
Caithfidh sibh a bheith 
bróidúil as do teanga agus 
do gcultúir dúachasach. 
Ach nuair a beith muid ag 
labhairt i teanga iasachta, 
táimind ag glachad le 
cultúir eile. Tugann na 

teanga saoránach 
domhanda dúinn. Is 
feidir libh Gaeilge a 
labhairt (ó teanga 
eile) ach mar a 
déarfá: Níor bhris 
focal maith fiacail 
riamh.

Having grown up in a family 
of linguists, the value of 
speaking foreign languages 
has always been clear to 
me. As an avid traveller 
whose preferred 
destination has always 
been 'off the beaten track', 
I can safely say that I would 
not have had some of the 
experiences I have shared 
with strangers, as I 
immersed myself in their 
everyday lives, were it not 
for my ability (however 
limited) to communicate in 
their native tongue. All this 
said, one of the greatest 
advantages that I have 
found to learning foreign 
languages, which has taken 
me many years to realise, is 
the greater appreciation 
and understanding it 
provides for one's own 
language. 

 

VELI KOVA
 

DOWD
 

EVAN S
Miss Miss Mr

BULGARIAN GAELIC ENGLISH



Congrat ulat ions t o t he 
follow ing st udent s t h is m ont h
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Raul Ots Sánchez

Lucia Jiménez Gil

David Ilie

Miguel Paredes Bustos

Alfredo Chinchilla Coves

Xian Ze Xheng Zia

Aitana Berenguer Abad

Julia García Pardo

for  achieving 20 posit ive com m ent s
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SR. BELDA
Head  of  Year  El ev en

January and the first week of February have been 

a period of uncertainties and concern, which 

students are overcoming with great resilience 

and determination. 

The pandemic is hitting our society hard and the 

year 11 students have been no exception this 

term. We have suffered the first cases amongst 

our secondary pupils, but  close following of the 

safety rules and coordination between school 

and the local health authorities, has ensured the 

rapid isolation of cases of infection or close 

contact, and prevented the mass spread of the 

virus amongst us all. With the above in mind, I 

would like to thank students and their families 

for their responsibility and patience.

Onto other matters and the PSHE program has 

continued to build momentum and students 

have had the chance to reflect on topics such as 

how to manage anxiety or money management. 

A programme dedicated to the teaching of soft 

skills has also been initiated, in which issues such 

as employability have been treated.

However, the main theme that has occupied us 

since the end of the Christmas holidays has been 

preparation for the second set of mock exams 

that will take place during the first week of 

March. 

To help pupils 

prepare for this 

important period, 

on Wednesday 

afternoons, an activity 

programme has been 

organized aimed at 

improving the 

performance of students in 

these tests. To begin with, time 

organization activities, study techniques 

and the realization of a structured study 

schedule were developed. Some time will 

also be dedicated to preparing for certain 

subjects. 

For this purpose students are divided into  

groups, that are taught by a different 

teacher of the subject. The 

purpose of these master 

classes is to review the 

concepts that teachers have 

identified as the most challenging for students, 

normally those that in the December mocks 

presented more problems; some time is also 

being dedicated to review Year 10  content.

A challenging st ar t ...
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English and Maths have been the two first 

departments to start this program, but the 

rest of subjects will follow soon and continue 

until the first week of March. Students who 

underachieved in the previous mock exams 

have also been assigned mentors who are 

working more closely with them to help 

them to improve their grades.

Also at the forefront of everybody's mind 

has been discussions around subject option 

for A level from September.  Pupils have 

been involved in meetings discussing the 

choices that are available to them in  year 12 

and 13. In order to ensure that students 

were properly informed, part of the tutoring 

time was also devoted to this matter.   

Please do feel free to contact us should you 

have any questions regarding this process 

and remember to refer to the literature that 

has already been shared with you and your 

children.

I would like to make a special mention in this edition to our student Dominika Sobal, who, thanks to 

her outstanding dedication to studies and her excellent attitude, has already surpassed the 25 positive 

comments from her teachers. 

Congrat ulat ions Dom inika, keep it  up!

Dom inika Sobal

The PE department, with the intention of 

alleviating some of the stress caused by both the 

pandemic and the proximity of the second round 

of mock exams, has launched a program of 

physical activities that includes both sport in 

school and the use of a dance studio outside of 

school.



The Sixth Form in February is a part of the school that changes rapidly.  Our Year 13?s are busy sitting their mock 

exams as I write and in the coming months will complete their final studies before sitting their A level 

examinations.  The mock exams are such an important part of their preparation as they can replicate exam 

conditions and test out how well their revision strategies have worked.  Fortunately we spent a number of weeks 

looking at study habits and attitudes to learning back in September and October and the pupils have had plenty of 

time to prepare and revise.  

This is a time of change as whilst the Year 13?s are involved 

in examinations, the Year 12?s have begun to take on some 

of their responsibilit ies.  This begins with organising 

Valentine?s Day, which a small group of volunteers have 

come forwards to help out with.  As well as this, a number 

of Year 12?s came forwards to help set up and run a new 

enrichment programme scheduled for Wednesday 

afternoons, showing that as one group are getting ever 

closer to leaving, another are ready to step into their shoes 

and help lead the school through the next year; one I am 

sure we all hope will be a litt le more normal.

The application process for the UK has now been 

completed, as have many of the applications to other 

destinations both here in the EU and abroad.  

Congratulations to María Luisa Miñana, who has been 

offered a place to study Psychology at Cambridge next year.  

Year 12 have begun their preparations and have spent the 

last three Wednesdays exploring the Unifrog platform to 

find out more about careers and university courses.  This 

week we have an online presentation on entrepreneurship 

to continue the many e-visits we have had to present future 

careers.

A number of pupils were recognised for their efforts in the 

UKMT Maths challenge, with Vitali, Min, Julia, Nikita and 

Sergio all gaining silver awards, and Santiago, Yichen, Hugo, 

Juanjo, Alexis, Asier, Carmen, Juan and Laura all attaining 

bronze.  In addition to this, Year 12?s Carmen Bañon, 

Yuxiang, Luis, Nikita, Marina Fernández, Inés, Jacobo, Juanjo 

and Min have already received fifteen or more positive 

comments this term, with Katy and Silvía achieving the same 

in Year 13.

Lastly, a huge thank you for the Prefect team and the rest of 

Year 13 for organising the Christmas fair in the last week of 

term.  It was touch and go if we would be able to hold it, but 

on all accounts it was one of the best in recent times and 

enjoyed by all year groups.  We raised ?780 on the day and 

made sure that the term ended on a high.

News and Updat es
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MR. HOLLINGSWORTH
H e a d  o f  S i x t h  F o r m



Mrs. Hannah
Di r ect or a Ad jun t a de Secundar ia

Deput y Head of  Secondary

Entrepreneurship is one of those buzzwords that we 

habitually hear all around us with everyone seemingly 

wanting to seek it out. Not surprising really, 

considering how driven society has come to rely upon 

technology and apps. The Oxford Dictionary definition 

of an entrepreneur is, ?a person who makes money by 

starting or running businesses, especially when this 

involves taking financial risks?. However, it has come 

to mean much more than that in recent years and it 

can also be linked to the 21st century skills that we 

strive to develop in our pupils here at KCA. In my last 

article, I explained the importance of these skills in the 

Curriculum. ?Entrepreneur? often represents 

adventurous, forward-thinking, innovative, and 

creative people. It could be argued that artists were 

the original entrepreneurs, in that their work involves 

creating and executing new projects, re-imagining 

narratives and experiences, and pushing the 

boundaries of what has come before them. The 

students at KCA are no stranger to the 

entrepreneurial spirit. Whether 

creating original work, projects, or 

critically thinking and analysing 

events, problems or literature, our 

students are ambitious self-starters who never cease 

to amaze me on a daily basis. With the current 

pandemic raging on, our teachers continue to do 

everything they can to engage pupils and foster 

creative entrepreneurship under tight restrictions. 

Two pupils I have been particularly impressed with 

this term and deserve a special shout out are Paula 

Garberí López and Julia Fuentes Membrilla in tutor 

group 8S. When learning about the impact of 

globalisation, these pupils were asked to create a 

project using COVID-19 as a case study. Both students  

were eager to put their creative entrepreneurship and 

editor in chief skills to good use, and designed their 

very own magazine. The result was outstanding and 

their peers enjoyed looking at the finished article and 

were keen to ask questions about their planning 

process and decision making abilit ies. 

The increasingly com plex wor ld of  
educat ion

Well done Paula and Julia!



Mrs. Hannah
Di r ect or a Ad jun t a de Secundar ia

Deput y Head of  Secondary

Exposure to creative entrepreneurship is important in 

developing skills for the future workforce. As you will 

know, this month is a particularly important one for 

our Year 9 pupils, who will participate in a number of 

activities and events designed to support them in 

making their IGCSE course choices. Your child may or 

may not know what career they would like to follow in 

the future. Either way, these choices will start your 

child off on a career path, and the results that they 

achieve at the end of Year 11, will decide what A 

Levels they may have access to in the future. 

I would advise you to gather as much information as 

possible before making final course choices, and if 

your child does not have a career plan at this stage, 

try to take a breadth of subjects so that all options are 

kept open for A Level and further education courses.

The increasingly com plex wor ld of  
educat ion

Som e useful l inks for  pupils
You will have already been provided with information from the school to help you with the options process.  

Make sure you listen to the advice and guidance of your teachers and our careers experts in school.  If you need 

a litt le more help or would like to read more about the options process then take a look at one of the links 

below.  

- 19 Quest ions t o ask  yourself

- Everyt hing you need t o know 

about  choosing your  GCSEs

- What  GCSEs should I t ake t o 

becom e a...?

https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/choosing-gcse-options-19-questions-ask/
https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/choosing-gcse-options-19-questions-ask/
https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/choosing-gcse-options-19-questions-ask/
https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/choosing-gcse-options-19-questions-ask/
https://www.youthemployment.org.uk/choosing-gcse-options-19-questions-ask/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrjh92p
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zmskpg8


Mrs. Hannah
Di r ect or a Ad jun t a de Secundar ia

Deput y Head of  Secondary

Our Academic Monitoring Day is scheduled to take 

place on Friday 26th February. This is an opportunity for 

you to meet with your child?s subject teachers and 

discuss their progress, attainment and targets. 

Unfortunately, due to local COVID-19 restrictions and 

regulations, we are still unable to open the school 

building to anyone other than pupils and teachers. 

Therefore the school building will remain closed and 

meetings will take place online. An information letter 

was sent out to all parents earlier this week and I hope 

you enjoy meeting and talking to your 

child?s teachers later this 

month.

In ot her  academ ic news...
As a school, we have adapted our weekly cycle 

assessment lesson to suit the needs of our school 

community, and have introduced a new academic 

skills programme. Each key stage is receiving a 

specifically tailored programme to boost their skills 

and confidence. In KS3, pupils are engaging in a 

soft skills course to build resilience and learn how 

to learn in a multitude of situations. KS4 pupils are 

involved in focused subject sessions designed to 

boost their knowledge and confidence ahead of 

exams and targeted exam workshops to support 

this.  KS5 pupils are also focusing on soft skills and 

enrichment sessions to support careers 

development

The English Department?s exciting reading initiative 

continues to build momentum and generate 

excitement amongst our KS3 pupils. By the last day 

of term one, a phenomenal 11 162 897 words had 

been read by 7S in the Accelerated Reader 

programme. This ensured that they held onto their 

winning status for term 1. However, 8C and 9S 

were not far behind. Who will win this term? Can 7S 

continue to hold on to their fame and magnificent 

result? Will 8C or 9S catch up? Can the other tutor 

groups make up for lost time and surpass last 

term?s top three groups?... Only time will tell. Watch 

this space and do encourage your child to 

participate. There are prizes up for grabs!



MAKING SUBJECT CHOICES

A parent s guide t o...

...particularly when it is in a system that is alien to you, 

if you haven't been through it yourself! 

You may have already experienced making choices at 

IGCSE, but suddently you're faced with supporting 

your child through yet another choice and this one 

seems even more final!  Unike the Spanish equivalent, 

the British system does encourage specialism and 

depth at this stage, but please rest assured that at 

KCA we have designed our option choices to ensure 

pupils are extremely well prepared whether they 

decide to go to university in the UK, Spain, Europe or 

America.  

For parents, the perceived enormity of the decisions 

that are to be made can be overwhelming.  Concerns 

over door-closing decisions, fear that a choice made 

now may ruin their child's future careers and, simply 

trepidation and anxiety over not understanding why 

and how a process works, can make this time in your 

child's education a worrying one.

I advised parents of those pupils in Year 9 to listen to 

teachers and focus on your child's strengths and 

desires.  That advice is also very important for A level.  

As an example, traditionally we have a large majority 

of parents who believe their child MUST study A Level 

Mathematics because that is a core subject under the 

Spanish system.  This is simply not true and is, in fact, 

Helping your  son or  daught er  t o 
choose t he r ight  subject s at  
A-Level can be dif f icult ...



MAKING SUBJECT CHOICES

A parent s guide t o...

often a reckless decision at A-Level;  insisting your 

child studies A Level mathematics if they  did not find 

GCSE relatively easy and do not enjoy it is a receipe 

for disaster.  Over 90% of those pupils fail to make the 

grade they need to access university.  And maths is 

just one example... 

It is crucial, more than ever, that you trust in the 

school and our professional judgement and that you 

listen carefully to what your child is telling you.  

Remember, we have successfully helped our young 

adults access top class universities to study degree 

courses of their choice for many years now. 

With the above in mind, it is also important that you 

and your child are open-minded about the future.  

Speak to your child's subject 

teachers, look at their 

results and spend time, if 

necessary, looking at 

options with our careers 

staff.  Time invested 

now and sensible 

decisions will open 

many more 

opportunities in the 

long run and should 

ensure your child 

is set up to 

succeed and not 

to fail from the 

start.

Above all else 

remember 

that you are 

not alone; 

speak to one 

of the staff 

members and 

arrange an 

appointment if you 

need any help or 

guidance.

Mr. Wicks

- Take the opportunity to read the 

docum ent at ion  provided by the 

school.  Even better if you sit down 

with your child and read it together.

- Attend the online meetings and 

events we offer.  Your child will have 

been provided a lot of information in 

school so make sure you are as 

informed as they are!

- Which A levels does your child enjoy, 

are they going  to succeed in and will 

prepare them best for their chosen 

career?  

- Is  my child suited to A level study or 

would they be able to access their 

preferred career via a different 

route?  

- Is the career my child interested in 

realistic and achievable?  If so, which 

universities provide the best route to 

that success?

- Not  sure of  t he answers t o t he 

above quest ions?  Then ask  for  a 

m eet ing w it h your  child's subject  

t eachers or  our  past oral and 

Advice & Guidance

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JFOvJeR5Z6zd3dhL3lBVVb20Jd-DtBQm/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WI7NIGwn2f_3LJJJbX3D89M97BIpWzl9/view


DATES
February 2021

1 

2

3 

10

15

22

26

Year 13 mock examinations begin

Year 11 mentor programme begins

Year 9 & 11 Options Booklets shared

Intermediate Maths Challenge Y9-11

Valentine Day Cards submission deadline

Options Presentation for parents this week

Careers Week Y7-13

Academ ic Monit or ing Day
school is closed to pupils 

Apr i l  2021

1 

19

Last Day Term 2

First Day Term 3

March 2021

1 

12

19
school 

Year 9/11 Options Form available online

Year 11 Mock Examinations begin

Year 9/11 Options submission deadline

Fat her 's Day (school closed)
school is closed to pupils 

Pupi l  Repor t s
Full academic reports will be sent  
home on the last  day of term two 
for all of our KS4 and KS5 pupils; 
these reports will be available 
through the ISAMs portal. 

KS3 pupils will receive inter im 
progress reports in March, and full 
wr it ten reports at  the end of Term 
3. The inter im reports will be sent  
to you via email

Y11 and 13 Mock results will also be 
sent  home following the exam 
sessions



KING'S COLLEGE ALICANTE
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